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Welcome
Experience

Customer Care

Established in 1875, Nicholls & Clarke has
pedigree that has been developed over
many years. Through great heritage, we
have gained a depth of knowledge and
invaluable experience in the manufacturing
and supplying of Phlexicare products to
the construction market. We have
experience across many industries with a
huge portfolio of products suited to all
project environments.

We aim to provide you with an outstanding
level of customer service that will help to
further enhance the service you offer to
your clients. We monitor our performance
levels and strive to achieve 100% client
satisfaction. We believe that open channels
of communication with our customers,
coupled with their feedback are a sure way
of further imposing our customers buying
experience.

Warranties

International

N&C
Phlexicare
products
are
manufactured to such high and exacting
standards enabling us to offer a fantastic
warranty on all our products.

Environment

As an ISO14001 company, sustainability is
a core part of our company agenda. As
well as various carbon offsetting
programmes in place, we invest a great
deal in manufacturing and developing
solutions dedicated to reducing our carbon
footprint, and in turn increasing our
customers’ green credentials.

British Manufacture

Our three state of the art U.K
manufacturing facilities comply with ISO
9001 and ISO 14001, utilise the latest
manufacturing technologies and apply
stringent quality control checks during
every part of the manufacturing process.
Only the highest quality raw materials and
packaging are used, ensuring the finished
product meets our exacting standards.
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N&C Phlexicare products are used in over
70 countries throughout the world in some
of the most demanding commercial
situations. This worldwide experience has
furthered the development of some of the
latest technologies we now use in the U.K.

Trade Associations
& Technical Committees

N&C Phlexicare has been heavily involved
in the creation of British & European
Standards for decades. We have chaired
the TTA Wetroom Technical Committee.
We continue to push for stringent policing
of the industry which would stop
manufacturers falsely claiming specific
European standards on packaging. Our
philosophy has always been to drive up
quality and standards whilst remaining
highly competitive.

Product Quality

All our products are tried and tested prior
to being introduced into the marketplace.
All N&C Phlexicare products exceed the
requirements or the relevant BS/EN
Standards, offering specification clients
and contracting customers the confidence
in our product quality.

24 Hour Nationwide Delivery

N&C Phlexicare are unique in being able
to offer nationwide, next day delivery, even
when you order up to 5pm the day before1
and there is no minimum order
requirement. N&C Phlexicare operates
from 17 branches nationwide so can offer
localised delivery, or with thousands of
product lines in stock, you also have the
option to collect.

Technical Service

Our team of Phlexicare specialists are able
to offer a full technical specification
service and are available to attend any site
address throughout the U.K. A technical
written specification is available on
request. We offer CAD drawings for easier
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Independent living, inclusive design
N&C Phlexicare are pioneering, British manufacturers and distributors
of showering, daily living, access, wall & floor and kitchen solutions
within the healthcare construction market. We design, manufacture and
distribute a full range of inclusive solutions with users, carers and
installers in mind.
Our products are inspirational by design, functional by nature and
produced using high quality materials. Our passion is to enable
freedom and independence for users with different levels of abilities,
within care home or residential environments.
N&C Phlexicare invented many of the products taken for granted today,
such as the raised height w.c pan, low entry shower tray and half height
shower doors. Our commitment to research and development has led
to the creation of many unique products which are specified and used
throughout the U.K and exported worldwide.
One of Phlexicare’s key core values is ‘attractive, inclusive design’
claimed by many but achieved by few. To that end, we work very
closely with charities and organisations such as ‘Disability Rights U.K’,
‘The Centre for the Accessible Environment’, Occupational Therapists
and disabled users to ensure that our products achieve solutions for
all, users and the people that care for them.
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After

Kitchens for all...

N&C Phlexicare believe that every kitchen should
be inclusive in design to suit all user needs and
abilities, with an equal emphasis on function,
style and affordability. Our experienced, expert
team are fully equipped to carry out a free
comprehensive assessment and site survey to
ensure the adapted kitchen is safe, functional
and suited to all users within the place of care.

Many specifications require a kitchen to be adapted rather than
replaced, possibly due to budgetary restraints or simply that
there are only one or two items that need changing.
The simple replacement of the sink and/or hob with a manual or
electric rise and fall worktop gives far more flexibility and access
for users with physical impairments. Our Fully Adapted Kitchens
are designed for disabled users that require a high degree of
specialist features and individuality in style.

Bespoke design for individual needs
Over 30 years experience
Inclusive design for multi-users
Easy to use appliances
Height adjustable worktops and units
Expert assessment and site surveys
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Before

Creating a home with independence
Aerolight - Xtra

Doorline - Wedge

Folds for compact storage and provides a
full width anti-slip surface with excellent grip.

A simple threshold step to provide
an easy solution for access from one
level to another.

Ideal for building access
7 lengths sizes
Contrasting colour edge strip
Full width anti-slip excellent grip
Clips together when folded
Made from aluminium

Compact storage
Full width anti-slip excellent grip
Made from aluminium

Aerolight - Lifestyle

Doorline - Variwedge

Designed for those using it everyday at
home or on the move. Perfect for use with
mobility scooters and wheelchairs of all
types. Compact, easy to carry and deploy.

Threshold ramp that be easily
adjusted to meet a variety of needs.
With an easy adjustment system that
requires one key and in less than a
minute you have your desired height.

Great for out and about access
Ideal for scooters and wheelchairs
4 length sizes
Contrasting colour edge strip
Full width anti-slip excellent grip
Clips together when folded
Made from aluminium

Ultralight - Combi
Ideally suited to work over UPVC thresholds
and perfect for use when out and about in
the car. Can be used either fully
extended or partially extended
Compact storage
Contrasting colour edge strip
Full width anti-slip excellent grip
Made from aluminium

Compact storage
Full width anti-slip excellent grip
Adjustable height
Made from Aluminium

Rollout-Trackway
Cover grass, gravel and other uneven
surfaces for easy wheelchair and
pedestrian access. Can be trimmed to
length or to fit round steps,
flower beds, downpipes etc.
Compact storage
Full width anti-slip excellent grip
Made from Rubber
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Choose the right bath
for some ‘me’ time...

Users can relax and unwind in one our many baths designed to assist users into
and out of the bath. We offer a comprehensive range of power assisted, walk in
or shallow baths for the creation of a more accessible, independent option.

bathing
Eco Bath - Shallow Bath

A low height, eco-friendly bath
tub that is easier than a standard
height bath to step in and out of
and holds 150 litres of water

Assistance Level Guide:
1 Minimal assistance, requires some mobility

Steel Baths - Lowline
Hight 450mm / 480mm
which makes it easier to
step into and out of

2 Provides assistance with raising and lowering in the
seated position. Requires some mobility

3 Provides lateral transfer from wheelchair to bath. Use

Windsor 2 - Powered

with or without carer. Upper body mobility required

Powered traverse bath
with a seat & arm rest

4 Provides lateral transfer from wheelchair, with
powered traverse into bath

Windsor 3 - Powered
Powered traverse bath
with a powered seat leg
& arm rest

5 Provides lateral transfer, powered traverse and leg
raiser to carry legs over the bath side

Cambridge - Walk-in

Walk-in bath with powered
seat to assist in safely
raising and lowering into the
bath

Carlisle - Walk-in
Walk-in Assistance Level

1

Ideal for users that may no
longer be able to easily
access a conventional bath

Powered Assistance Level 2

Sudbury - Walk-in

Provides easy access & a
contoured seat for comfort

Powered Assistance Level

8

3-4

Powered Assistance Level
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Ask us about our Whirlpool
spa bath options...
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Adapting the bathroom to
suit your clients’ needs
At N&C Phlexicare, we are specialists in the manufacturer and
supply of showering products. We give you a wide choice so
that you can choose the type of shower you want.

Level Access showering
using a flush fit shower
tray such as our Universal
Shower Tray, Trimline or
Nova Profile

Level Access Showering (shower tray)

Where the shower tray is level with the floor, for a seamless transition from
floor to shower. It is the perfect choice for an aesthetically attractive
appearance, with the benefit of no steps or barriers.

Level Access Showering (wet room)

Where the shower deck is not visible, the shower area is usually covered
in tiles or vinyl for an attractive, consistent looking bathroom. A popular
choice for most!

Low Step Showering

Low profile shower trays can be fitted straight onto your existing floor, as
an easily accessible showering option.

Level Access Showering
in a wetroom using our
Premier Shower Deck or
Vinyl form

Aqua Magic Bath Replacement Cubicle

Our innovative Aqua Magic bath replacement cubicle is an attractive, leak
free, quick installation product with a integrated support rail, shower seat,
anti-scald shower system and anti-slip shower tray for the ultimate in
performance and safety.

Low Step Showering can
be achieved using our
Quick Fit, Nova Low Profile
or Easy Fit or Trimline
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Wet rooms and level access showering
direct from the manufacturer

Creative

Our range of Creative wet room screens
highlight the epitome of inclusive design
in the bathroom. The polished chrome
and square edge aesthetic allows a
combination of functionality with modern
design. The configuration options are
endless and include a fixed side panel
and assistance pole making Creative a
highly versatile option.
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Freedom Two Transform

This minimalist shower screen and
integrated assistance pole is elegant,
unobtrusive and aids in safety for users
within the shower area. The floor to
ceiling pole is 1900mm with a 1000mm
extension piece that can be cut to length.
The 1200mm return to wall fitting is also
provided as an alternative .

In day to day operation, the bi-fold door
would fold inwards to accommodate a
small bathroom. However, should a fall or
accident occur, the quick pivot operation
of the shower door will act as an
emergency release feature to prevent
harm from full contact with a glass door.
A low threshold door, with a square edge
chrome finish and anti-limescale
treatment supplied as standard, makes
transform the ideal choice for elegant,
safe showering.
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Fluidity

The Fluidity Sliding door shower system is an
elegant looking, contemporary shower screen
system that features a seamless soft close,
sliding door. Fluidity encompasses all the
features and benefits of a traditional shower
enclosure but without a floor channel, thus
allowing barrier free entry into the shower area.
Its unique soft close door system allows the
gentlest of touches in order to move the door
when opening and closing. Fluidity is a versatile
range that enables a variety of configurations to
be created to better suit the users’
requirements.

Freespace Two

This new generation shower screen has been
created and designed with the whole family in
mind. The ideal showering solution for those
who can shower themselves and those who
may require assistance. Simple and easy to
both install and operate, it is elegant and
practical and allows the whole shower area to
be opened up when not in use. This is an ideal
solution for a multi-user situation where it is
important to have inclusiveness and aesthetic
appeal.
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The easy to use, anti-scald,
tactile range of showers
At N&C Phlexicare, we offer the most
comprehensive range of both
electric and thermostatic mixer
showers with safety in mind. Hot
water temperature is controlled and
stabilised to avoid the potential for
scalding. Thermostatic temperature
stability, easy use controls, colour
contrasted covers, tactile raised
areas and extended riser kits are
some of the extra features provided
in our electric shower offer. Whilst
manufacturing our own dedicated
healthcare mixer showers, we also
work closely with brand leaders,
such as Triton, Mira and Redring to
with
customers
our
provide
maximum choice.

The NEW All-in-One Bath
Replacement Cubicle
AquaMagic is our revolutionary range of self contained shower
cubicles, that encompasses innovation, style and performance.
Designed with users in mind, AquaMagic features a cool touch
shower, leak free construction as well as the option of an anti slip
tray, secure grab rails and a comfortable fold down seat.
Furthermore, the easy installation means that replacing an old bath
or shower is easier than ever before. Furthermore, your
AquaMagic can be

AquaMagic+

Inclusive, attractive design
Toughened safety glass
Anti-limescale treatment as standard
Leak-free showering
30mm low profile tray for easy accessibility
Cool to touch, thermostatic shower
Anti-slip finish on tray available
Integrated shower seat
Integrated support bar
Suitable for corner or recess installation
Fuss free, easy installation
Replace an existing bath in a day

After

Before

Attractive, Multi-User Care System
The Pressalit Care Plus solution caters for the needs of all users with up-to-the minute design and ease of use. The entire concept
of an integrated collection of bathroom and W.C. accessories and facilities revolves around the use and installation of the Pressalit
Care PLUS wall track. With both horizontal and vertical adjustment options, Pressalit Care Plus is a complete bathroom system that
makes it possible to plan, furnish and alter every single bathroom to meet requirements as they change.
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Choose the right
bathroom products

We offer a vast selection of toilets and basins to suit all
abilities and adaptations. We offer both lever and push
button operated toilets, raised height models with
extended projection to aid and assist in wheelchair
transfer, as well as standard height suites to match our
raised height products. Our collection of quality wash
basins are available in a variety of mounting options,
sizes and styles.

Low Level

Close Coupled

Enquire about our Geberit AquaClean, shower toilet
system. It is perfect if you require assistance and wish to
maintain independence and privacy in the bathroom. The
shower toilet combines all the functions of a conventional
W.C. and bidet with the comfort of warm-air drying.
Back to Wall

Wall Hung

Easy Access Wash Basins

Raised Height Toilets

Our raised height toilets are perfect for providing additional
support to users with restricted mobility or weak legs and back.
Raised height toilets enables users to easily transfer sideways
from a wheelchair to a toilet

At N&C Phlexicare, we offer a variety of wash basins to suit your
specific requirements, such as our wall fixed models to allow
ease of access for wheelchair users or an easy to use,
moveable swing basin. The majority of our washbasins, can
also be mounted on adjustable height basin assemblies for multi
user environments.

450mm

Did you know?
N&C Phlexicare invented
many of the products taken
for granted today, such as
the raised height W.C pan,
low entry shower tray and half
height shower doors. Our
commitment to research and
development has led to the
creation of many unique
products which are used
throughout the U.K and
worldwide.

Wall mounted for ease
of access

Semi-pedestal mounted
14
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Height adjustable
for multi-users

Pedestal mounted

Add the finishing touches
with N&C bathroom necessities
Important features of a bathroom are often overlooked. A shower seat,
whether placed in the shower area or in the shower room itself is a key
element for your comfort and safety. Our shower seat range allows a
choice of wall mounted and height adjustable seats that can be fixed or
folded back. Various sizes and styles allow a traditional or contemporary
look to be achieved and complement the rest of the bathroom furniture.

Shower Seats

Shower Seat with Legs
Arms and Backrest

Shower Seat

Fold Back Shower Seats

Taps and Mixers

Easy Turn Taps

Grab Rails

Sensor Operated

Lever Operation

We offer a variety of
configurations, colours, styles
and mounting options.
Enquire for more details
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Futurestone

Get the hotel chic look with innovative inkjet
technology enabling you to benefit from the
intricate beauty of natural marble whilst attaining
the benefits of ceramic wall and porcelain floors.
A hygiene option over alternative wall/ floor
coverings.

Add value to your properties with
gorgeous natural stone replications

Iconic

Create the ultimate impression
with these large format, through
bodied orwellian tiles designed
in three elegant shades

Cityscape

On-trend through bodied porcelain
tiles, closely replicating the varied
nature of natural Quartzstone.
Combine with mosaics to create a
unique look. An anti-slip option is
also available for added safety in
the bathroom, as well as to create
the inside look, outside
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Marmo 2

Stunning reproductions of classic marbles
and stones in three gloss and two satin
options.
Available in 250 x 360mm

White Tiles
Everyday white tiles available in
200 x 200mm, 200 x 250mm
and 200 x 300mm

Gloss White

Bumpy White

Spell

An attractive, matching gloss wall and floor, marble
effect tile range in two natural colours. Add a striking
feature wall with the mix mosaic decor.

Available in wall: 310 x 450mm - Floor 450 x 450mm

Matt White

Wall & floor tiles
to suit all budgets
Independent Living Solutions | www.ncphlexicare.com | 020 8586 4600 | info@nichollsandclarke.com
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Showroom and Distribution Centre
41 - 51 Freshwater Road
Chadwell Heath
Romford Essex RM8 1SP
Tel: 020 8586 4600

Glasgow

Follow us:
NCGroupLtd

Leeds

Subscribe to us:
Nichollsandclarke

Stoke-on-Trent

Find us:
Nicholls and Clarke Group of Companies

Visit our website for more information
www.ncphlexicare.com

Stevenage
Hemel Hempstead

Swansea
Cardiff

Southgate
Edmonton

Colchester
Harlow
Romford
Lakeside

Charlton
Southampton
Plymouth

Portsmouth

N&C Tiles & Bathrooms Showrooms
and Distribution Centres

N&C Tiles & Bathrooms Showrooms

N&C Building Materials
41 - 51 Freshwater Road
Chadwell Heath
Romford Essex RM8 1SP
Tel: 020 8586 4600
Fax: 020 8586 4646

1A - 1B Alexander Place
Lower Park Road
New Southgate
London N11 1QD
Tel: 020 8361 6050
Fax: 020 8361 4757

2 - 5 Altbarn Close
Wyncolls Road
Severalls Park
Colchester Essex CO4 9HY
Tel: 01206 849 300
Fax: 01206 845 878

14 Meridian Trading Estate
Bugsby Way
Charlton
London SE7 7SJ
Tel: 020 8269 5960
Fax: 020 8269 5961

9 - 11 McDonalds
Business Park, Maylands
Hemel Hempstead
Hertfordshire HP2 7EB
Tel: 0144 2234 635
Fax: 0144 2279 501

Unit 15 Advent Way
Edmonton
London N18 3AF
Tel: 020 8807 3227
Fax: 020 8807 3223

16 Arlington Business Park
Whittle Way, Stevenage
Hertfordshire SG1 2BD
Tel: 01438 315 400
Fax: 01438 740 338

8 Ascent Park, Edinburgh Way
Harlow Essex CM20 2HW
Tel: 01279 621 980
Fax: 01279 621 981

8D Pompey Centre
Fratton Way, Southsea
Portsmouth PO4 8TA
Tel: 02392 894 599
Fax: 02392 894 598

26 Colquhoun Avenue
Hillington
Glasgow G52 4BN
Tel: 0141 880 1200
Fax: 0141 880 1212

C1 Cothill Trading Estate
Plympton
Plymouth PL7 1SR
Tel: 01752 339 724
Fax: 01752 342 746

4 Waterloo Industrial Estate
Flanders Road
Hedge End
Southampton SO30 2QT
Tel: 01489 779 700
Fax: 01489 779 701

B1 - B3 Sneyd Trading Estate
Sneyd Hill, Burslem
Stoke on Trent ST6 2PA
Tel: 01782 575 727
Fax: 01782 575 641

3 - 4 Cardiff Trade Park
Hadfield Road
Cardiff CF11 8AQ
Tel: 02920 390 146
Fax: 02920 224 356
2 City Park Industrial Estate
Gelderd Road
Leeds LS12 6DR
Tel: 0113 224 4630
Fax: 0113 224 4631

N&C Building Products Ltd.
Registration Number: 140
Registered in England
www.nichollsandclarke.com
Code: Y60051

1 Cliffside Trade Park
Motherwell Way
Lakeside West Thurrock
Essex RM20 3XD
Tel: 01708 680 180
Fax: 01708 680 181

5 Tower Court, St David’s Rd
Swansea Enterprise Park
Swansea SA6 8RU
Tel: 01792 797 337
Fax: 01792 774 019

